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UK GovTech companies
Company Name

Application

Type of Blockchain

Investments

Private, developed
by LO3 Energy (US)

Web site

Centrica

Testing a range of
energy transactions
including multi-party
peer to peer

Electron

Increase grid efficiency Ethereum and IPFS
$687.9K
and reduce transmission decentralised web
losses
projects

http://www.electron.org.
uk

Methods Digital

Was a partner in
Trusted Archives of
Digital Public Records
project.

N/A

https://methods.co.uk/

GovCoin

Cryptocurrency that
buys surplus
government property

N/A

http://govcoin.com/

N/A

https://www.edfenergy.
com/about/research-de
velopment

EDF Energy

N/A

www.centrica.com
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Introduction
The first initiative to use Blockchain technologies for public services was in August 2016, when the UK government
rubber-stamped fintech startup, Credits, as one of its approved suppliers for public services.
“It's the first time a company working with Blockchain's distributed ledger technology
(Blockchain) has been given the thumbs up, and means any public sector body - from the
NHS to the department for work and pensions - could in theory begin creating digital services
built on Blockchain from today. “
The UK government is still familiarising itself with the technologies and in discussions pertaining to the advantages of
Blockchain. In this section we are going to present 5 companies which have been identified as GovTech companies.
Blockchain technologies, as well as AI, will become a very powerful tool for the UK economy post-Brexit. In December
2017, the UK and the EU agreed that the border between Northern Ireland (which will remain a part of the UK) and the
Republic of Ireland (which will remain a part of the EU) would remain open following Brexit, but the logistics of how
exactly travel and shipment of goods across the border would actually take place remain up for discussion. By using
Blockchain to track the movement of goods across the border, a self-contained record of the movement of goods that is
both transparent and immutable could be maintained, and other features such as the execution of contracts could also
be integrated as well. This is not the first time that Blockchain has been applied to international shipping; IBM and
Maersk for instance, recently launched a venture looking to apply Blockchain to international shipping. The main hurdles
facing this proposed solution are adoption. While larger companies shipping goods across the border have the
resources to learn how to use and implement such a Blockchain-based solution, smaller businesses may struggle. It is
also possible that the immutability and transparency of a Blockchain record could introduce issues relating to
confidentiality of private company and customer/client information. Nonetheless, Blockchain-based tracking of shipped
goods and services across the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland remains an intriguing
possibility, and one sure to be further explored in the months to come.
Sources: http://www.cityam.com/246605/uk-government-now-has-its-first-official-Blockchain
https://www.zdnet.com/article/uk-govt-looks-to-Blockchain-tech-to-track-how-you-spend-your-benefits/
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Blockchain in tracking welfare spending
In 2016 the UK government launched a pilot scheme which tracks how citizens claiming benefits are spending their
cash. The government launched a trial in June using blockchain technology. The permanent record of transactions and
the accounts of benefits claimants were the result of a partnership between GovCoin Systems, the University College
London (UCL), Barclays, and energy company RWE npower. GovCoin Systems were the main partner in the project.
The company itself worked with governments and NGOs exclusively on a platform to reduce the $1 trillion which claimed
is "lost annually due to friction and fraud costs in the distribution of social welfare and aid."
Jeremy Wilson, vice chairman of corporate banking at Barclays, said the trial could result in establishing a "deeper and
more effective relationship between the government and claimants". The UK chief scientific adviser Mark Walport
suggested the use of blockchain technology in the benefits system to "set rules at both the recipient and merchant ends
of welfare transactions," which leans itself towards this idea.
Minister for Welfare Reform at the Department for Work and Pensions Lord Freud announced the trial at the 2016
Payments Innovations Conference in London stating:
"Claimants are using an app on their phones through which they are receiving and spending their
benefit payments. With their consent, their transactions are being recorded on a distributed ledger to
support their financial management."
While the project was only in a testing phase with 24 users, it raised some additional concerns about the ethical
implications of tracking each and every purchase made using benefits. Joseph Lorenzo Hall, the chief technologist for
the Center for Democracy & Technology said that this also raises some major privacy concerns:
"There is a tendency to think of the blockchain as the 'accountability salve' that will solve all our
problems, but there are serious problems with inserting sensitive information—and purchasing habits
are definitely that—on the blockchain, where it is by definition public and impossible to remove (by
design)."
Source: https://www.zdnet.com/article/uk-govt-looks-to-blockchain-tech-to-track-how-you-spend-your-benefits/
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/uk-government-using-blockchain-to-track-welfare-spending/
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Blockchain and UK Energy Sector
Blockchain applied to the energy sector has the potential to reduce business complexity and improve both profitability
and customer experience. Blockchain allows creation of synchronized electronic “ledgers” or records among transaction
counterparties to create a single and shared version of data, commonly known as a “single version of the truth.”
The UK’s first energy trade using Blockchain built on solar power generated by a community solar power array at the
Banister Housing Estate in Hackney, London, was sent to a nearby residential structure using Blockchain technology.
One kilowatt-hour of solar electricity was sent using technology made by Verv, a UK smart energy startup. Verv offers an
intelligent home energy monitor which uses AI to help homeowners analyze and manage electricity consumption. The
startup has also developed a Blockchain-based peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading solution. This system allows
consumers who have renewable energy and energy storage to sell excess electricity.
Additionally, in April 2018 it was announced that British energy supplier Centrica (CNA.L) will launch a local energy
market trial later this year using Blockchain technology. Centrica said its trial is likely to be the largest Blockchain project
in Britain carried out by one of the big six energy suppliers. The project will test a range of energy trading transactions
including multi-party peer-to-peer trading between 200 businesses and residential participants
In September 2017 Electron announced that it has been awarded substantial funding from the Government's Energy
Entrepreneurs Fund to prove how Blockchain will transform the market for balancing the electricity grid. One of
Electron’s experiments, a collaboration with French energy giant EDF, has brought peer-to-peer electricity to a block of
flats in London that sports solar panels. Unlike traditional trading platforms that match buyers and sellers on a
one-to-one basis, Electron’s platform leverages Blockchain technology to allow multiple parties to co-ordinate and share
the value of a single consumer’s action. Separately, Electron’s platform has also been awarded 2017 tech pioneer status
by the World Economic Forum (WEF).
Sources: https://cleantechnica.com/2018/04/28/solar-power-trade-using-Blockchain-completed-in-uk/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-centrica-Blockchain/uk-energy-supplier-centrica-to-trial-Blockchain-technology-idUSKBN1I117G
https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/70874/electron-wins-uk-government-award-to-advance-Blockchain-in-balancing-electricity-markets
http://www.wired.co.uk/article/microgrids-wired-energy
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Blockchain and UK Electoral System
Blockchain technology offers a way to streamline the voting process and improve access while at the same time
removing the human element that causes electoral chaos. Blockchain increases accuracy and decreases fraud thanks
for a substantial reduction in hacking. Blockchain-backed voting mechanisms could help increase voter participation,
whilst moving the world toward an electronic voting system. Using Blockchain for voting capabilities is of interest to many
governments. Although few governments have used the technology for elections at a national level, Sierra Leone was
the first, and Ukraine conducted a few Blockchain pilots for regional elections. Going forward, Brazil also intends to
conduct national referenda using Blockchain-enabled voting.
University of Surrey’s Professor Steve Schneider, a world expert on digital voting systems, gave an early preview of their
project ‘Voting Online with Ledger Technology’, (a partnership with King’s College, Electoral Reform Services,
Crowdcube, and Monax), which is looking at using Blockchain to prevent fraud in the kinds of digital voting systems that
might allow much more sophisticated ways to gauge public opinion.
The UK has a ‘pseudonymous’ paper voting system which utilises a code to link each ballot paper with a personal entry
on the electoral registry. While one would not find it easy discover how an individual voted, it does remain a possibility.
The Blockchain would also be pseudonymous, thus indicating that it may sometimes be possible to discover how an
individual voted. Since Blockchain would keep your vote on a ledger, the government has a record of who voted and
how they voted. Additionally, Blockchain is designed to work without a third-party and by users who do not trust each
other.
In 2017 the global cybersecurity company Kaspersky Lab launched a competition in which university teams were asked
to conceptualize Blockchain-based election systems. One of the three winners was Newcastle University, which won
$3,000 for a model rooted in three protocols: the Open Vote Network, along with DRE-i and DRE-ip encryptions.
A successful Blockchain project developing a transparent voting system is ChainVote, which is based in the UK and the
US. ChainVote is an open source Blockchain voting system which aims to enable Registered Voters (users) to vote
electronically in local elections with their smartphone or any other internet enabled device, securely and privately.
Sources: https://www.bitstocks.com/blog/how-bitcoin-and-Blockchain-technology-can-change-the-way-we-vote
http://www.govtech.com/security/Will-Blockchain-Based-Election-Systems-Make-E-Voting-Possible.html
http://chainvote.uk/chainvote/
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Blockchain and Charity
English Heritage, the U.K. charity that oversees the care of historical sites like Stonehenge and Hadrian's Wall, is
looking to Blockchain as a way to develop new ways of interacting with donors.
The charity is partnering with the Giftcoin platform, which can be used to track donor payments from the time they have
been gifted to when the funds are actually been spent.
English Heritage – one of several groups said to be working with the platform – raised £2.5 million (roughly $3.5 million)
in donations between 2015 and 2016, according to statements.
The charity itself is relatively young, created when a non-departmental public body of the U.K. government of the same
name was split into two entities, the second of which is Historic England.

"As a new charity, we're keen to explore innovative ways of engaging with the
broadest audience of donors possible, and we're keen to build relationships with
donors based on trust and transparency – Giftcoin might be one way of helping
us to do this."
- English Heritage development director, Luke Purser.

This project is one among very few collaborations between Gov bodies and crypto tech startups.
Source: https://www.coindesk.com/uk-charity-taps-Blockchain-platform-to-boost-trust-in-donations/
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Case study:
Credits
In August 2016, Credits, the Blockchain platform provider, announced that it will supply its secure
Blockchain-as-a-Service to the UK public sector through the Government Digital Services' Digital Marketplace. Credits
won “Best Blockchain Startup” at the 2016 Europas Awards.
Credits uses cryptographic hashing with the aim of ensuring the security of all system aspects. Credits is a unique
platform which provides a fundamentally different approach to tackling any information security problems facing the
Blockchain system. Its platform employs data encryption algorithm known as BLAKE2s. This algorithm is not sensitive to
the size of hash data and is protected against attacks related to the emergence of collisions during hashing being the
reason why Credits is more secure than other Blockchain platforms.
The Credits platform enables organisations to quickly and easily build robust Blockchains that address the challenges of
establishing provenance, authentication and reconciliation faced by many industry sectors, including central and local
government as well as other public sector bodies. The Credits platform is purpose-built to be seamlessly and securely
interoperable with other legacy systems and Blockchain providers.
Credits has been working in direct partnership with the Isle of Man Government on several initiatives – including the first
known government service to be run on Blockchain.
In addition to Credits Blockchain technology, public sector customers also could benefit from Skyscape’s assurance and
security credentials. Skyscape was a specialist service provider focused solely on providing assured cloud services to
the UK public sector. Skyscape was a market leader in its market, providing services the length and breadth of the
public sector to include central government, local government, health, education, research, police and justice, and
defence. In August 2016 Skyscape had renamed and relaunched as UKCloud Ltd.
In July 2017, despite a promising start, Credits ceased operations after a dispute between its two co-founders.
Sources: http://www.cityam.com/246605/uk-government-now-has-its-first-official-Blockchain
https://medium.com/@credits/why-is-credits-more-secure-than-other-Blockchain-platforms-606eb904790a
https://www.the-Blockchain.com/2016/04/28/credits-unveils-strategic-partnership-deliver-Blockchain-service-uk-public-sector/
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Successful cooperation:
GovCoin
In 2016 the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) worked with Barclays, Npower, University College London and
GovCoin, a UK-based distributed ledger platform startup to create an app which tracks spending.
Govcoin, intent on “disrupting” welfare state provision, had been working with the DWP to develop a Blockchain solution
for welfare payments. The aim of Govcoin was to use this traditional method in the virtual environment of a mobile phone
app to give claimants instant access to benefits and avoid delays in payment processing. A primary feature of the
GovCoin system was that claimants were paid in cryptocurrency rather than Sterling. This was an important way of
gathering more data about both how the funds are spent but also about the individual doing the spending. The hope was
that this data will allow for the creation of better targeted goods and services.
After the trial started, issues arose with how claimant data would be handled, sparking controversy among members of
Parliament. However, in an effort to ease concerns, Conservative peer Lord Henley, the parliamentary Under-Secretary
for the DWP, stated in March 2017 that the government will not have access to claimant data and will not dictate where
benefits are spent. According to Henley, although claimants who participated in the limited trial found the product “very
useful,” the government “[has] not yet decided to move on to a fuller and larger trial” and will not move onto the next step
in the process until “appropriate checks and balances” are in effect.
According to GovCoin, the UK welfare system loses around a staggering $1 trillion every year due to friction and fraud
costs in the distribution of aid and social welfare. The startup’s solution leverages Blockchain, machine learning and the
near universal ownership of mobile devices. Critics had claimed that the use of data in this way essentially amounts to
exposing already financially vulnerable people to commercial opportunists. As for November 2017 it was unclear how the
small-scale trials went and whether the UK government was planning further implementation.
GovCoin Limited now is called DISC Holdings Limited and as of June 5, 2018, DISC Holdings Ltd. operates as a
subsidiary of Rivetz Corp.
Sources: http://www.cityam.com/245128/government-has-quietly-been-testing-Blockchain-technology
https://www.ethnews.com/uk-government-considers-expanding-Blockchain-trial-for-benefits
https://www.Blockchaintechnology-news.com/2017/11/28/govcoin-aims-disrupt-uk-welfare-system/
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GovTech companies
The list of GovTech companies is relatively short. The companies in this list are predominantly providing services to
UK Government or partnering with UK government institutions in implementing projects on the introduction of
Blockchain technologies into government-provided services.
Companies presented in this section are mainly operating in the energy sector and are focused on energy distribution:
EDF Energy is one of the first energy companies to be involved in a government project implementing Blockchain
technologies.
Electron and Centrica are also operating in the energy sector and using Blockchain technologies to design more
efficient, resilient, flexible systems and transactions including multi-party peer to peer.
Methods Digital was a partner in Trusted Archives of Digital Public Records project, where the UK government
employed Blockchain technologies to secure data transactions.
Through various initiatives, UK Government has been implementing Blockchain projects since 2016 involving various
private companies partnering with government institutions.
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Blockchain and AI
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Invacio

Logikk

Data Quarks Limited

Ginie.ai
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Blockchain and AI
Companies overview
There are very few companies identified as both Blockchain and AI companies. AI is the only other sector, besides
Blockchain, defined not by the industry the company is operating in, but on the technology which is used. It is important
to clearly indicate that the companies are using both technologies. These are companies operating in various domains
such as FinTech, Services, Data Analytics etc.
Company Name

Application

Type of Blockchain

AssetVault

To enable the safe and
secure tokenization of ALL
the world’s real and digital
assets.

N/A

Ginie.ai

AI semantically understands
legal contracts, enabling us
to become the bridge
towards smart contracts on
the Blockchain.

Invacio

Multi-channel platform that
makes high-speed
cross-currency and
cross-border transactions
simple and intuitive.

Data Quarks Limited

Logikk

Web site

N/A

https://assetvault.org/#con
tact

Private

N/A

http://www.ginie.ai/

Private (Tamius)

$29.1M

https://www.invacio.com

€15.000

http://www.dataquarks.co
m

To empower everyone to
easily understand facts using
data visualisation techniques.

N/A

Investments

N/A

http://www.logikk.com/
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Bernard Marr, the best-selling author and keynote speaker on business, technology and big data, wrote an article for
Forbes in March 2018 stating that Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain combined together can bring major benefits.
The author highlighted two main ideas regarding the correlation between the two mega trends:
1.
2.

Blockchain can help us track, understand and explain decisions made by AI;
AI can manage Blockchains more efficiently than humans.

In addition, Marr mentioned that Blockchain is ideal for storing extremely sensitive personal data because it is highly
secure, thanks to the cryptography which is inherent in its filing system. AI has plenty to bring to the table in terms of
security too. An emerging field of AI is focused on building algorithms which are capable of working with data while it is
still in an encrypted state.
An important point highlighted in the article is that even though AI offers huge advantages in many fields, it is not
trusted by the public, therefore its efficacy at this stage will be severely limited. Recording the decision-making process
on Blockchains could be a step towards achieving the level of transparency and insight into robot minds that is needed
in order to gain public trust. Blockchain and AI are two technological trends which, while groundbreaking in their own
right, have the potential to become even more revolutionary when put together.
Another opinion is presented by Sherman Lee, the founder of Raven Protocol, and a partner at Zeroth.AI, where he
focuses on funding AI and Blockchain companies. Lee pointed out that “Throwing ‘AI’ plus ‘Blockchain’ together means
absolutely nothing. There should be no discussion on whether AI needs Blockchain or does not need Blockchain. In
five to ten years, the whole world is simply going to move on to a decentralized infrastructure. AI and ML [Machine
Learning] will be fundamental in the creation of deep tech companies in this new world. We need to build out a ton of
fundamental infrastructure and protocol layers. Projects working on increasing the amount of training data, improving
the latest research algorithms, and providing a massive amount of computing resources will be huge in 2018.”

Sources:https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/03/02/artificial-intelligence-and-Blockchain-3-major-benefits-of-combining-these-two-mega-tre
nds/#6d5e71aa4b44
https://www.forbes.com/sites/shermanlee/2018/03/19/ai-will-take-over-Blockchain-in-2018-but-it-wont-happen-without-these-3-key-areas/#7a3e221a48f
d
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The impact of AI and Blockchain
According to PwC, “Artificial Intelligence industry can contribute up to $15.7 trillion to the world economy by 2030. This
means that the global GDP will be up to 14% higher as a result of the accelerating development of AI.” According to
Gartner “by 2030, the business value added by Blockchain will grow to $3.1 trillion.”
In April 2018 Dmitry Matskevich, the co-founder and CEO of Dbrain, presented his perspective on AI and Blockchain
synergy. He mentioned that together they are moving towards a secure environment, helping to create a world without
borders and represent a huge step to accessibility.
Blockchain’s transparency and accessibility to all participants of a peer-to-peer network significantly increases security.
Meanwhile the progress made by machine learning in the past few years makes AI a great companion for the
Blockchain to guarantee a secure applications deployment. An important point is that in comparison with fiat payments
which cause legal and bank difficulties, wages in crypto do not depend on local laws and therefore protect workers
from volatile exchange rates. On Blockchain-based platforms, developers can simply request a task, set a price, and
any available worker around the world can perform it to earn money. Additionally, in many developing countries it is
difficult to open a bank account, and therefore making a fiat payment is not easy therefore earning in cryptocurrencies
could be a solution.
Data sharing is the first benefit of Blockchain for AI. As AI is associated with data, Blockchain becomes a gateway that
leads to secure data transfer over the internet, thus saving considerable processing time between the points where the
data is evolved and evaluated. Blockchain technology cannot be changed and is available publicly. It is therefore more
relevant than data that is delivered on unproven platforms with embedded errors. Blockchain offers a trustworthy
information source to retailers, governments, businesses, financial institutions, non-profits, health and educational
organizations, scientific researchers thus enabling informed decision making. Due to its decentralized nature,
Blockchain can potentially neutralize the risk of one party’s monopoly of AI and their ability to control one of the most
powerful and dangerous technologies known to man. The combination of Blockchain technology and Artificial
Intelligence is still a largely undiscovered area. Even though the convergence of the two technologies has received its
fair share of scholarly attention, projects devoted to this groundbreaking combination are still scarce.
Sources: https://hackernoon.com/when-ai-meets-Blockchain-the-power-of-synergy-661de3e32976
https://www.investinBlockchain.com/Blockchain-artificial-intelligence/
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AI and Blockchain in healthcare
By utilizing the latest advancements in Blockchain and artificial intelligence, the medical industry can improve quality,
bring down cost, and democratize healthcare. Interdisciplinary innovation and collaboration is the key to applying AI
and Blockchain to solve meaningful problems in life sciences.
In 2017, Blockchain was designed for use in three applications in healthcare: identifying and tracking selected
prescription drugs, audit trails for provider networks, and value-based care. A 2017 IBM survey of 200 healthcare
executives in 16 countries found that 16% expected to have a commercial Blockchain solution at scale in 2017, while 9
out of 10 institutions planned to invest in pilots by 2018. Executives are primarily interested in Blockchain in three core
areas: clinical trial records, regulatory compliance, and medical/health records.
The UK excels in bringing together multidisciplinary teams across academia, the National Health Service and industry.
BenevolentAI is just one of the UK companies developing advanced AI life sciences platforms that will support
scientists in making new discoveries and redefine how the research community accesses and uses data.
In 2017 DeepMind, Google’s AI-powered health tech subsidiary, had been working in partnership with London’s Royal
Free Hospital to develop kidney monitoring software called Streams and had faced criticism from patient groups for
what they claimed are overly broad data sharing agreements. Critics feared that the data sharing had the potential to
give DeepMind, and in turn, Google, too much power over the NHS. Therefore, as a solution DeepMind Health planned
to use the Blockchain technology to allow hospitals, the NHS and patients track what happens to personal data in
real-time. DeepMind co-founder Mustafa Suleyman and Ben Laurie, the company’s Head of Security and Transparency
stated: “With Verifiable Data Audit, we’ll build on this further. Each time there’s any interaction with data, we’ll begin to
add an entry to a special digital ledger.”
In March 2018, Medicalchain, a Blockchain platform that enables the transparent exchange of medical records by
patients and doctors, has partnered with the London-based Groves Medical Group to pilot a Blockchain programme in
its four medical centres. As well in June 2018 Medicalchain has signed a joint work agreement with Mayo Clinic to
improve Blockchain technology utilization in healthcare.
Sources: https://www.events.trade.gov.uk/media.viewer/uploads/pdf/ekp_aiBlockchain-directory_1527863734.pdf
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/business-reporter/Blockchain-trial-in-healthcare/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/mar/09/google-deepmind-health-records-tracking-Blockchain-nhs-hospitals
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Disrupting the Future in the UK
The “Disrupting the future how businesses can embrace Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain and the Internet of Things”
(2017) report published by the CBI explained that the United Kingdom “with leading entrepreneurial talent, a competitive
financial ecosystem and world-class research and development, the country has a golden opportunity to lead the way in
unlocking the potential of new technologies and build upon its reputation as a renowned hub for disruptive innovation.”
Artificial intelligence and Blockchain each became priority areas in the UK. In 2018 AI leapt from 8% to 18% as a
priority area and Blockchain went from 3% to 6% as an investment priority area in the UK.
Studies show that businesses recognise the importance of both emerging technologies, but do not know how to
respond to this trend. Blockchain has revolutionized the financial industry globally and AI can help when it comes to the
decision of whether a bank can lend to customers or the decision of where to invest. AI is also catapulting robo-advice
to a new level. In media and entertainment, Blockchain technology promises to solve the issues around rights
management and micro-payments and AI can be used to identify actors who break copyright law.
In March 2017, it was announced that the Bank of England had paired up with Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain
specialists in a bid to keep up to date with the fast-growing financial technology sector. It has also partnered with Ripple
to trial a Blockchain-based technology that would make cross-border payments and the movement of currencies more
immediate.
The CBI’s report highlighted that only a “quarter of UK businesses see themselves as followers in the digital revolution.
These firms wait for technologies to go completely mainstream before testing them and many do not have a digital
strategy that looks more than three years ahead. Low awareness and understanding of technologies hold businesses
back and with the pace of change accelerating there is a clear need to showcase what is possible.”
To adapt to changing technology, to create jobs, and to solve the pressing challenges society faces it is crucial a strong
partnership between government, business and people.
Sources: http://www.cbi.org.uk/index.cfm/_api/render/file/?method=inline&fileID=9548E491-9223-4AD2-8611F08808A03A57
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UK Blockchain IoT Companies
Company Name

Application

Type of Blockchain

Investments

AgriLedger

Agricultural Supply chain N/A

Astius Technology

IoT Business Services

N/A

https://www.astius.co.uk

DAJIE Ltd

Decentralized energy
model

N/A

http://www.dajie.eu/

Edenlit

IoT & Blockchain
Consultancy

Ethereum / Bitcoin

https://www.edenlit.org/

INSTASUPPLY

Track and control
suppliers

Private

$1.5M

instasupply.com

IOTech

Industrial IoT

N/A

$2.5M

http://www.iotechsys.co
m/

Matrix

Security platform for IoT

Matrix

$5M

http://www.matrix.org

Provenance

Supply chain tracking

Private

$1.1M

https://www.provenance
.org

WoTT.io

Security between IoT
devices

BlockVerify

Introducing transparency
to supply chains

$40.000

Web site

https://www.wott.io

N/A
N/A

http://www.agriledger.io/

$52.8K

http://www.blockverify.io
/
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The Internet of Things (IoT) and Blockchain are still early-stage technologies. But both raise radical new approaches to
traditional business operations and monetization models and also suffer from a range of shared challenges and market
dynamics. Bernard Marr wrote for Forbes defining IoT as a term used to describe the ongoing proliferation of
always-online, data-gathering devices into our work and personal lives, and Blockchain as an encrypted, distributed
computer filing system designed to allow the creation of tamper-proof, real-time records. In theory put together it can
create a verifiable, secure and permanent method of recording data processed by “smart” machines in the IoT. Beyond
it offering new opportunities, it is even possible that blockchain and IoT convergence will become a necessity.
Kaleido Insights: “The Internet of Trusted Things: Blockchain as the Foundation for Autonomous Products & Ecosystem
Services” by Jessica Groopman and Jeremiah Owyang, released in early 2018, identified 5 categories of
ecosystem-based opportunities for where IoT-blockchain convergence will serve numerous constituencies across a
shared network:
1. Supply Chain (e.g. food safety, anti-counterfeit, provenance, reconciliation)
2. IoT Network Management (e.g. remote monitoring, administration, configuration, security across devices as in
smart cities, telecom, healthcare, etc.)
3. End User Authentication (e.g. biometric authentication, identity access, loyalty programs across brands)
4. On-Demand Asset Sharing Networks (e.g. sharing/renting of physical or digital assets, such as car-share,
equipment-share, energy-share, data-share)
5. Smart Contracts & Compliance (e.g. multi-party compliance adherence, automation, or visibility in industries such
as insurance, manufacturing, healthcare, financial).
According to IBM there are 3 key benefits of blockchain for IoT:
● Building trust
● Cost reduction
● The acceleration of transactions.
Blockchain and IoT are already being widely and enthusiastically adopted by industry and the public sector, and there is
a great deal of speculation about where each of them will lead.
Sources: http://www.kaleidoinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/KI_Report_IoTBlockchain_FINAL.pdf
https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=WW912350USEN
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/01/28/blockchain-and-the-internet-of-things-4-important-benefits-of-combining-these-two-mega-trends/#f
db17ef19e7a
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Case Study:
Ofgem
In July 2017 Ofgem's Innovation Link announced that five innovative energy projects are to benefit from bespoke advice
as part of regulatory sandbox. A second window for sandbox applications was open during October and November
2017, with a view to undertaking an initial assessment by February 2018.
Ofgem is the independent energy regulator for Great Britain. Its priority is to make a positive difference for consumers
by promoting competition in the energy markets and regulating networks. Ofgem’s Innovation Link will provide fast,
frank feedback to innovators and help them navigate the regulatory framework. The service will enable innovators to
make more informed choices when developing their products, services and business models.
For a period of up to 24 months companies will be able to trial solutions, such as peer-to-peer trading and IoT smart
tariffs, without all the usual regulatory requirements. The aim is to identify and remove regulatory barriers to innovation
in the energy sector, removing certain requirements so as to determine the impact of possible changes to the current
regime.
Mark Thompson, Energy Systems lead at Innovate UK said:
“This is a great move by Ofgem and we’re really pleased that they are pushing this forward. The innovation space in the
energy sector is in a unique and exciting time with creativity in such business models and customer engagement being
as important, if not more important than “technology”. The link will add real value to innovators navigating the terrain,
and Innovate UK looks forward to working closely with it in the years ahead.”
The projects include: a consortium led by EDF Energy R&D UK and including Electron, PassivSystems, Repowering
London and University College London; Origami Energy; OVO Energy in partnership with VCharge; Empowered trialling a local peer-to-peer energy trading scheme.
Sources: https://www.techuk.org/insights/news/item/11040-ofgem-s-innovation-link-looks-at-opportunities-of-Blockchain-and-iot
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/ofgem-launches-innovation-link-0
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Case Study:
The UK and India consortium
In August 2017 a UK and India consortium was announced to explore blockchain for healthcare IoT security led by
network security engineers from City University London and the Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur. The
consortium, drawn from academia and industry, was set up following the WannaCry ransomware attack in May 2017,
which hit organizations across the globe. The UK’s National Health Service was a major victim of WannaCry after
hackers found easy prey in the state-run network’s legacy operating systems. The NHS also faced calls to meet
attackers with Blockchain tools immediately following the hack.
Professor Muttukrishnan Rajarajan, member of the consortium and professor of network engineering at City
University London stated:
“Our consortium will be exploring the use of a privacy-preserving blockchain architecture for IoT applications in
healthcare data-sharing, using attribute-based encryption (ABE) to provide greater security for the devices. Due to low
voltage powering many devices drawn together by the IoT, the use of these devices is frequently compromised by their
lack of sophisticated security measures.”
As well Rajarajan mentioned the blockchain’s key advantages for IoT:
● The sensor data generated by IoT devices will be rigorously verified by a number of data miners in the blockchain
network for legitimacy before being accepted, which will mitigate several security attacks including data
manipulation;
● Once the data is accepted and appended to the blockchain, the data will not be intercepted. There is no central
authority or storage severe and therefore the trust of each node will be built by reputation;
● If there is a malicious node propagating false data, it can be identified by data miners and the reputation of the
node will be damaged.
David Stephenson, principal of Stephenson Strategies and an IoT consultant wrote for Internet of Business that:
“If the public and corporations lose confidence in the IoT, the impact will be severe and lasting. Blockchain is a
cryptographic system which assigns a 32-digit ‘hash’ to each part of a complex transaction, which becomes a ‘block’,
which is also given a date stamp.”
Sources: https://internetofbusiness.com/consortium-blockchain-iot-security/
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Application of Blockchain in IoT
According to IoT UK there are two IoT application for Blockchain:
1.
2.

The secure exchange of data and the validation of data across multiple stakeholders with distance no object;
The logistics industry to track shipments and coordinate with customs.

Blockchain can be used to track virtually anything, and pretty much any product in the IoT that can be tagged and
tracked to deliver a variety of services. Tracking livestock and agricultural produce can improve consumer health,
prevent disease and reduce food spoilage.
“Blockchain for the internet of things industry” report by the Advanced Blockchain AG states that distributed ledgers are
empowering IoT devices to adopt new forms of computerized interactions, allowing them to partake in safe and reliable
data exchanges. Companies can make use of the blockchain to manage data from IoT edge devices, which can use
Blockchain to validate or update communication contracts. The use of distributed ledgers also makes it possible to bring
transaction processing capabilities and intelligence to devices everywhere.
With Blockchain, companies can design ecosystems of IoT devices that safely transact and communicate with one
another. Blockchain allows vendors to remove any additional protocol, hardware or communication overhead costs,
allowing for direct, streamlined communication. Using blockchain for IoT can eliminate failure points in networks,
allowing for secure traceability. Distributed architectures, cryptographic signatures, smart contracts, identity
authentications, public and private permissions, are all factors that strengthen security of Internet of Things connected
devices.
Kaleido Insights found use cases for this intersection begin at the product level, supporting machine integrity across
three domains: product identity, transactions, and interactions. The real promise Blockchain brings to IoT is to automate
trusted services through code intermediating the flow of data, not just between companies and their customers but
across entire ecosystems.
Source: https://iotuk.org.uk/iot-applications-Blockchain/
https://www.advancedblockchain.com/docs/Blockchain_IOT_ADVANCED_BLOCKCHAIN_AG.pdf
http://www.kaleidoinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/KI_Report_IoTBlockchain_FINAL.pdf
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Blockchain in Healthcare

FarmaTrust

Medicalchain

Spiritus

Veratrak

Blockchain and Healthcare

`

Company Name

Blockchain application

Blockchain based
system utilises Artificial
Intelligence and big data
analysis to provide the
pharmaceutical industry
FarmaTrust
with value added
services which allow for
more efficient processes
and methods as well as
a more transparent
supply chain.
To securely store health
records and maintain a
Medicalchain
single version of the
truth.
To develop the next
generation of service
Spiritus Development records for critical
assets and
infrastructure.
Modernising document
sharing in the
Veratrak
pharmaceutical supply
chain

Type of
Blockchain

Investments

https://www.farmatrust.io

Ethereum

Ethereum

$24M

https://medicalchain.com/en/

https://www.spirituspartners.com/

N/A

N/A

Web site

£200K

https://veratrak.com/
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Blockchain impacting Healthcare
Randy Bean and Grant Stephen presented for Forbes two use cases of blockchain in healthcare:
● Health Records. Blockchain offers the possibility of creating a reliable place to track the changes across systems
in a manner that gets around many of the concerns associated with data integration between proprietary systems.
● Revenue Cycle, Reconciliation & Fraud. Because of its independent architecture, blockchain could potentially
form the foundation of a “high-integrity tracking capability” that is constantly and instantaneously updated,
resulting in less errors and substantially reduce fraud.
Blockchain is a distributed, tamperproof database, which is shared and maintained by the multiple parties engaging with
it. By adopting a decentralised approach to healthcare, data silos will be removed, interoperability enabled and process
speeds enhanced. The security would be tightly maintained, however with simplified access. Because the uniform
platform is shared by all participants, the costs are not duplicated but shared. There is no delay in claim underwriting
and payment because the smart contracts on the blockchain allow automated decisions. Healthcare providers don’t
need to send invoices to patients or insurance companies and wait for payment clearance. The transaction on the
shared ledger represents the invoice, the transfer of funds and the receipt. By securing healthcare in the blockchain, a
personal health environment is created in which a healthcare user authorizes a healthcare provider to participate in the
request for care.
Greg Reh presented in April 2018 five areas where blockchain might be useful in health care:
● Supply chains
● Clinical trials
● Provider directory management
● Patient records
● Insurance coverage, pre authorization, and claims adjudication
Additionally, Reh wrote that a challenge for healthcare stakeholders is to determine where to apply the technology.
Rather than adopting blockchain and searching for an application, life sciences and health care organizations should
identify a challenge first, and then think about how it might be solved in a transformative way.
Sources: https://www.forbes.com/sites/ciocentral/2018/04/02/how-blockchain-is-impacting-healthcare-and-life-sciences-today/#7dfa473a738f
http://www.mondaq.com/uk/x/693542/Healthcare/Beyond+bitcoin+Five+possible+uses+for+blockchain+in+health+care
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Blockchain solving the NHS crisis
In February 2018 a survey by York, Manchester and Sheffield universities found that around 237 million medication
errors are made in England annually, causing at least 1,700 hospital patient deaths. Mistakes often occur due to a
lack of information or because of communication errors.
Medical professionals are dissatisfied with their working conditions, patients feel powerless to get their needs met
and unable to effect change. Helen Disney, Founder & CEO, Unblocked Events shared her opinion on how
Blockchain can help solve the NHS crisis. Helen Disney stated that the NHS’s problems include not just the structural
changes already described but also old-fashioned and inefficient processes which stem in part from the lack of
long-term financial investment in systems and the slow-moving process of top-down political decision-making. Typical
problems faced by doctors and patients include excess paperwork and bureaucracy, frequently lost test results, lack
of interoperability between different system parts, the burden of compliance with regulation, and perhaps most
importantly, not much empowerment or agency for patients when things do not work.
Blockchain is just a way of securely keeping track, in chronological order, of all the transactions happening on a
decentralised network. Participants all have access to an identical, shared history of events that cannot subsequently
be changed. Blockchain could also help with workforce issues like not having to keep re-doing compliance
documentation for staff. Other blockchain-based services may help keep patients out of hospital by allowing them to
upload their personal health data from wearable devices.
In June 2018 Guardtime, in partnership with Instant Access Medical and Healthcare Gateway announced the launch
of the world’s first comprehensive blockchain-supported Personal Care Record Platform, MyPCR. The system will
use Healthcare Gateway’s Medical Interoperability Gateway and will provide instant access to primary care
information for up to 30 million UK NHS patients. The system will focus heavily on patient adherence to a
personalized treatment plan, and continuous monitoring and verification, critical to positive health outcomes. The
MyPCR system interfaces with all three major UK NHS GP platforms, and will enable National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence personnel to work with patients to develop care pathways.
Sources: http://www.techuk.org/insights/opinions/item/12334-how-can-blockchain-help-solve-the-nhs-crisis
https://www.the-blockchain.com/2018/06/25/care-records-of-up-to-30-million-uk-nhs-patients-go-on-blockchain/
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Medicalchain - The Groves Medical Group Partnership
On 6th March 2018 through Medium, Medicalchain has announced a partnership with the London-based Groves
Medical Group for a pilot program giving patients access to telemedicine and the ability to pay in crypto. The
partnership makes the Groves the first medical practice in the UK to use blockchain technology and to accept
cryptocurrency as payment for health services. The Groves consists of four GP practices, supporting over 30,000
registered patients and 1,000 private patient families, and it will begin using the pilot program in July 2018 with
Medicalchain’s Hyperledger Blockchain technology. The pilot will allow Medicalchain to gather feedback from doctors
and patients that they will use to refine the programme before its global launch.
The Medicalchain pilot will create a free wallet for patients to maintain full control over their medical records and
telemedicine services.
Dr Vince Grippaudo, Senior Partner at The Groves stated through the Medium post:
“This is a unique opportunity to work with the leaders in blockchain for healthcare and offer our patients
cutting-edge technology. We believe that by empowering people to choose how they access healthcare, we
can reduce the burden on public health services. The goal is to improve health services, not only in the UK
but across the world, and with Medicalchain we believe we can be a part of that.”
In June 2018 the Mayo Clinic, ranked one of the world’s top teaching hospitals, has signed a joint working agreement
with Medicalchain to “explore the potential benefits of blockchain technology in healthcare.” Among Medicalchain’s
long-term projects is the development of MyClinic, an online video-streaming platform to bring doctors and patients
virtually face to face. In the more distant future, the company may also introduce a marketplace for data, allowing
patients to share their records in exchange for cryptocurrency.

Sources: https://cointelegraph.com/news/uk-medical-group-partners-with-blockchain-platform-for-medical-records-for-pilot-program
https://medium.com/medicalchain/medicalchain-announces-a-partnership-with-the-groves-medical-group-london-98c30372998b
https://cryptobriefing.com/mayo-clinic-blockchain-medicalchain/
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Blockchain and Longevity
We have already discussed the power and importance of Blockchain technology in creating trust in the ecosystem,
including trust to share health data, which is paramount to harnessing the power of biological science and research.
We also went over the value that blockchain can offer when it comes to logistical matters, such as maintaining and
unifying health records, establishing a log of accountability and transparency, as well as fighting counterfeit drugs.
All of those advances are a great boon to the longevity industry. But to delve deeper into the effects of blockchain on
longevity, there has been accumulating evidence that suggests that aging is linked to both genetic and epigenetic
alterations.
Epigenetic, by definition, describes the study of changes in gene expression that do not involve changes to the
underlying DNA sequence, instead arising from nongenetic influences on gene expression.
Given the reversible nature of epigenetic mechanisms, they provide promising avenues for therapeutics against
age-related decline and disease.
Looking at epigenetic data, deep learning algorithms can predict the risk of a disease in time to prevent it. However,
ensuring security and privacy in transmitting and storing personal epigenetic profiles will require building a new and
open data ecosystem. Blockchain has the potential to do just that for both genetic and epigenetic profiles.
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Police and security agencies have so far only taken an interest in blockchain for tracking criminals hiding illegal money
from banks. But that is changing as some civilian, police and military agencies see blockchain as a potential solution to
problems they have wrestled with for years: how to secure data, but also be able to share it in a way that lets the owner
keep control. Governments are already exploring ways to store certain data, such as land records, contracts and assets
in blockchains, and the financial industry too, has experimented with blockchain technologies to streamline transactions
and back-office systems, though with limited success.
Cambridge Consultants, a UK-based consultancy, said it had worked with the Defence Science and Technology
Laboratory, a UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) agency, on using a blockchain to improve the trustworthiness of a network
of sensors on, for example, security cameras. The UK's justice ministry is looking at proving that evidence - video,
emails, documents - hasn't been tampered with by registering it all on a blockchain, according to a blog post on its
website.
Marcus Ralphs, a former soldier and now CEO of ByzGen Ltd, which makes blockchains for the security sector, said
he was working on projects with the MoD using blockchain to track the status and level of individuals' security
clearance. Other work included helping the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) improve the way work permits
are issued and records stored.
In September 2017 Rick Muir flagged up three major potential benefits of the technology for the police and the wider
public sector. The first is that it could permit citizens to have more access to their data and power over how it is used.
Secondly, blockchain could solve some of the problems the police faces around the interoperability of systems and
sharing of data between various forces and other parts of the criminal-justice system. Finally, the Police Foundation
chief claims that using blockchain could help deliver efficiencies by helping avoid the information bottlenecks that occur
during an investigation when one agency needs to get hold of data from another. But adopting the technology brings
with it numerous potential challenges, Muir said, and the police “should not breathlessly embrace blockchain as the
solution to all our problems”.

Source: http://uk.businessinsider.com/r-for-security-agencies-blockchain-goes-from-suspect-to-potential-solution-2017-12
https://www.publictechnology.net/articles/news/think-tank-calls-urgent-review-how-blockchain-could-help-%E2%80%93-and-hinder-%E2%80%93-police
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Blockchain solving security risks
With the rate of change of technology accelerating at an unprecedented rate, cyber security is becoming increasingly
complex, with security risks regarding the confidentiality, security, and availability of services and data. Despite
Blockchain’s obvious merits regarding security, PwC realises that we must adhere to good practice and procedures to
avoid issues regarding key management, smart contracts, privacy, architectural security, governance and consensus
hijacking.
Hackers can use several techniques to instigate an attack, essentially sending myriads of junk requests to a website,
increasing traffic until the site can no longer keep up with the requests. The attack goes on until the site is overwhelmed
with requests and crashes. The current difficulty in preventing DDoS attacks comes from the existing Domain Name
System (DNS). DNS is a partially decentralized one-to-one mapping of IP addresses to domain names and works much
like a phone book for the Internet. The fact that it is only partially decentralized means that it is still vulnerable to
hackers because they are able to target the centralized part of DNS and continue crashing one website after another.
Implementing blockchain technology would fully decentralize DNS, distributing the contents to a large number of nodes
and making it nearly impossible for hackers to attack. Domain editing rights would only be granted to those who need
them and no other user could make changes, significantly reducing the risk of data being accessed or changed by
unauthorized parties. By using blockchains to protect the data, a system can ensure that it’s infallible to hackers, unless
every single node is simultaneously wiped clean.
Some companies are already implementing blockchain in this area to prevent DDoS attacks from occurring. For
instance, MaidSafe is a company based in the UK whose goal is to decentralize the web and create something like an
alternative Internet where users are able to run apps, store data, and do everything else they normally do online, but in
a more secure environment. Every file placed onto the MaidSafe network is encrypted, fragmented, and shared among
users. The only person that can make the data readable again is its owner, ensuring that the data is not accessible by
anyone other than the authorized owner.

Source: https://www.pwc.co.uk/blockchain.html
https://steelkiwi.com/blog/using-blockchain-technology-to-boost-cybersecurity/
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Cyber-security and Blockchain
The very core of blockchain technology, the fact that it’s immutable without mutual agreement, always-shared, and
almost impossible to corrupt, makes it an ideal foundation for cyber security. Human error and misjudgement is one of
the highest risk factors when it comes to cyber security. With the blockchain, that human factor is all but eliminated and
things like social engineering become a thing of the past.
One of the biggest challenges faced by the tech industry nowadays is protecting customer data. Companies that fall
victim to such attacks have to deal with a lot of issues afterwards, especially in cases where they could have taken
simple measures to protect themselves against attacks.
To ensure the security of financial transactions, blockchain ensures that both sides of the transaction are transparent
and incorruptible, allowing all parties involved peace of mind before, during, and after the transactions. The same goes
for the storage of sensitive information. The blockchain logs absolutely everything and does not allow for the
manipulation of data, at least not without it being absolutely obvious to everyone who hosts it.
Owing to their distributed nature, blockchains provide no ‘hackable’ entrance or a central point of failure and, thereby,
provide more security when compared with various present database-driven transactional structures. With the help of
blockchain, a security system used in an organization can leverage a distributed public key infrastructure for
authenticating devices and users. This security system provides each device with a specific SSL certificate instead of a
password. The innovative blockchain utilization is already becoming a component of other fields beyond
cryptocurrencies and is mainly useful to enhance cybersecurity.
Blockchain is all about security. It provides a simple, effective, and affordable way of ensuring that our cyber-security
needs are not only met but also exceeded. It is vital to look at online safety and cyber-security as priorities and not
afterthoughts. Blockchain can assist us into turning that thought into a reality and allow us to build a future where online
threats will be kept to a minimum.
Source: https://thenextweb.com/contributors/2018/03/20/cyber-security-blockchain-evolving-technology-safety/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/next-gen-infosec/blockchain-cybersecurity/
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Company Name

Blockchain application

Type of Blockchain

Investments

Web site

CrossVerify

The Personal Digital
Platform that Protects,
Verifies, and
Permissions access to
your Personal Digital
Identity

N/A

http://crossverify.global

Decentralized ID

ID security

N/A

https://decentralized.id

Elliptic

We identify illicit activity
in cryptocurrencies,
providing actionable
intelligence to
N/A
cryptocurrency
companies, financial
institutions and
government agencies.

Embedded Downloads Security Services
Providers
Everledger

$7M

http://embeddeddownlo
ads.com/

N/A

to assist in the reduction
of risk and fraud for
Hyperledger
banks, insurers and open
marketplaces.

https://www.elliptic.co/

$10.4M

https://www.everledger.i
o/
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Company Name

Gospel Technology

Swiss Bank In Your
Pocket

VChain Technology

Verisart

Blockchain application
To collaborate on data
internally and externally
with total trust, security
and consent.
Cryptocurrency
hardware wallet with a
suite of Blockchain
applications
Multi-patented capability
enables unhackable
connections between
data which
Create secure digital
certificates for art and
collectibles.

Type of Blockchain
Gospel’s Distributed
Data Logic.

Investments

£1.4M

Web site

http://gospel.tech/

https://swissbankinyourp
ocket.com/

N/A

N/A

£715K

https://www.vchain.tech/

N/A

$500K

http://www.verisart.com
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Blockchain and Bio-identification

Lack of Passports and ID documents in Developing countries
Lack of Government-issued IDs preclude people from opening bank accounts to access the banking system.
However, there is one opportunity to include those people in financial life - using recent advancements in the
“Bio-identification” technology sphere.
An estimated 1.1 billion people globally lack
any
form
of
officially
recognized
identification. Without an identity, individuals
are often invisible – unable to vote, access
healthcare, open a bank account, or receive
an education. Without accurate population
data, public and private organizations
struggle to broadly and accurately deliver the
most
basic
human
services.

The percentage of people who obtain necessary IDs for
registering a formal financial account in African countries

As can be seen from the chart, Ghana is a
leading country in Africa in the number of
people who can open a bank account or
pass KYC; Ghana has less than 10% of its
population without IDs.
On the contrary, Uganda has about 39% of
its population who can not pass KYC to open
a bank account.
Source: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1879933716300549
https://www.biometricupdate.com/201707/biometrics-in-the-developing-world
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Digital Identity - a Global Call
The official website of ID2020, an alliance committed to improving lives through digital identity, provides us with the
following information:
“In 2017, ID2020 established an alliance to bring together governments, public and private sector
organizations, including Accenture, Microsoft, Mercy Corps, Hyperledger, and UNICC. The alliance
model enables a synchronized approach to digital identity initiatives by enabling diverse stakeholders
to work collaboratively and by coordinating funding to support high-impact projects. ID2020’s mission
supports the UN Sustainable Development Goal Target 16.9. which aims to provide legal identity for
all, including birth registration, by 2030. As proof of one’s identity is a prerequisite to social and
economic inclusion in the modern world, an identity must be broadly recognized by both the publicand private-sector organizations with which an individual may interact. ID2020 principles for identity
focus on protecting the individual and giving the individual control over their own identity and
associated data”.
As well, “ID4D brings global knowledge and expertise across sectors to help countries realize the transformational
potential of digital identification systems. It operates across the World Bank Group with global practices and units
working on digital development, social protection, health, financial inclusion, governance, and legal issues. World
Bank ID4D set a goal of providing everyone on the planet with a legal ID by 2030”.
According to the report: “Brief on Digital Identity” published by the World Bank:
“The rapid growth of mobile phone ownership – which has reached 6.5 billion users globally – is a
historic opportunity to reduce the “identity gap.” Digital identity is a proven solution to many of the
challenges surrounding official identification. The benefits of Digital ID are already being realized in
many countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. In Botswana, for example, biometric enrollment of pensions
and social grants resulted in 25 percent savings by identifying and cutting numbers that were inflated
by duplicate records and deceased beneficiaries. Similarly, in Nigeria, biometric audits reduced the
federal pension roll by an impressive 40 percent”.
Sources: https://id2020.org/
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/413731434485267151/BriefonDigitalIdentity.pdf
http://id4d.worldbank.org/
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Digital Identity in developing countries
Accordingly to the 2016 World
Development Report from the World
Bank:
“18% percent of developing countries
have a scheme that is used for
identification purposes only; 55% have
digital IDs that are used for specific
functions and services like voting, cash
transfers, or health; and only 3% have
foundational ID schemes that can be
used to access an array of online and
offline services. 24% of developing
countries have no digital ID system.

Low-income countries, often lack robust civil registration systems and physical IDs and are building their ID
systems on a digital basis, leapfrogging the more traditional physically based system. In middle-income countries,
digital ID is strengthening and progressively replacing physical identity services while supporting the emergence
of some e-services.
Thus, the problem of the lack of IDs in developing countries is real and the national governments are trying to
address it and technologies can help them with this task”.

Source: http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/896971468194972881/310436360_20160263021000/additional/102725-PUB-Replacement-PUBLIC.pdf
https://www.gemalto.com/govt/identity/digital-identity-trends
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Bio-identification
In the article “Biometrics in the developing world”, Chris Burt states that:
“The recognition that insufficient identity systems are not just a symptom but actually a factor contributing to
underdevelopment, access to investment in identity schemes and biometrics has increased in the
developing world. The number of people globally without a legal identity is decreasing rapidly, from 1.5
billion in 2016 to 1.1 billion in 2017, according to World Bank estimates, as electronic identification (eID)
systems backed by biometrics are implemented in developing nations, most notably India’s Aadhaar
program. The last billion people to be registered in legal identity schemes, however, will be the most
challenging”.
However, in African countries this
process, due to various social and
political reasons, is progressing at a
slower pace than in Asia and other
developing regions.
The symbiosis of financial services and
bio-identification tools can guarantee the
ability of a citizen to obtain the access to
various necessary social and economic
services.
As can be seen on the chart, only 3% of
the
companies
assessed
have
bio-identification tools.
Source: https://www.biometricupdate.com/201707/biometrics-in-the-developing-world
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Bio-identification
Case of Humaniq
Humaniq adopted bio-identification in order to avoid the problem of
lack of ID in African countries.
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BioID proof replaces passport and signature
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Blockchain
Diversity of
Practical Applications

The most well-known (and first widespread) use of a Blockchain was to power the famous/infamous cryptocurrency,
Bitcoin, an online 'currency' that enabled its users to pay each other using units of value that existed purely online and
without any kind of central bank to oversee their use. Despite Blockchain’s astounding global penetration, and the
massive disruptive effect that we have seen by the widespread adoption of Blockchain technologies for a truly
astonishing variety of use cases, it is only 10 years old. First created in 2008 as the underlying infrastructure for
recording and executing Bitcoin-based financial transactions, is has since emerged to become its own phenomenon,
with applications for data storage, security, entertainment, commerce, regulation, governance and many more so called
“use-cases”.
Today, Blockchain has become the underlying framework driving a surprising diversity of use-cases. In the UK in
particular, our analysts identified the following use-cases to be the most widespread in terms of those being developed
by UK Blockchain companies and initiatives:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Crypto Trading - mainly crypto exchange and trading companies using Blockchain technologies or helping
consumers to access Blockchain-based services.
IoT - companies using combination of IoT devices and the Blockchain technology for various purposes, inlcuding
those focused on tracing the supply chain.
Marketing & Advertising - companies which are using Blockchain technologies in promoting various services
and goods.
Security - Blockchain companies which are helping companies establish secured networks.
Entertainment - these are mainly crypto-based companies operating in the gambling industry.
GovTech - these companies are operating in the public sector, and providing their services using Blockchain
technologies
Healthcare - mainly crypto based companies operating in the healthcare industry.
AI - companies in this sector are using both Blockchain and AI in order to provide their services.
FinTech - companies using Blockchain to help companies succeed in financial industry.
R&D Blockchain Services - companies in this section research the Blockchain industry; develop their own
Blockchain platforms and offer them as a service to other interested companies; and advise clients and help them
build Blockchain-based companies.
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The Benefits and Challenges of Blockchain
Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum, provides the following summary in his
book on the Fourth Industrial Revolution: “In essence, the blockchain is a shared, programmable, cryptographically
secure and therefore trusted ledger which no single user controls and which can be inspected by anyone.” A survey of
800 executives, featured in the same book, suggests 58% believe that up to 10% of global GDP will be stored using
blockchain technology.
According to Ryo Takahashi, blockchain technology may provide several important features that could be leveraged
for use in the creative economy:
●
●
●

Transactions are verified and approved by consensus among participants in the network, making fraud more
difficult.
The full chronology of events that take place are tracked, allowing anyone to trace or audit prior transactions.
The technology operates on a distributed, rather than centralized, platform, with each participant having access to
exactly the same ledger records.

Despite the benefits offered by blockchain, several challenges remain for the technology. More ubiquitous use of
blockchain technology will require solutions to “off-chain” issues, especially around business, technology, and legal
challenges.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Licensing issues and challenging the status quo.
Artist promotion. There are concerns that self-publishing or self-promoting material may, in fact, lead to less
revenue for some artists who would otherwise benefit from agents’ support.
‘On-chain’ versus ‘off-chain’ storage.
Methodology for micrometering/ micromonetizing.
Intellectual-property (IP) frameworks. Governments and IP-rights consortiums will need to define legal
frameworks recognizing transactions conducted using blockchain.
Governance/permissions. There are also questions concerning whether the blockchain in the creative economy
should be public or private.

Source: https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/media-and-entertainment/our-insights/how-can-creative-industries-benefit-from-blockchain
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The Role of Blockchain in the Media and Entertainment Industry
By offering a digital public database that stores an ongoing record of transactions, the blockchain has given companies
the ability to have completely encrypted records of ownership, as well as execute smart contracts. There are currently
several attempts to create blockchain-based companies and currencies of relevance to media and entertainment. When
applied to media consumption this technology solves the problems surrounding content access, distribution and
compensation; managing assets and digital rights; and financing, among others.
Grammy winner Imogen Heap is one of the most prominent musicians to embrace the blockchain. She recently teamed
up with Ujo, a company looking to be the one-stop shop for independent music distribution and payments, to release
the first song on the Ethereum blockchain. The concept of smart contracts is at the core of Ethereum and allowed Heap
to enjoy absolute control over how she and her collaborators on the track were paid and under what circumstances.
While micropayments are far from the norm in content consumption today, a promise of lower transaction fees and
more secure records of sale and consumption could make it an interesting business model for artists, authors and
filmmakers. Spotify, which had to settle a lawsuit over unpaid royalties last year, recently acquired Mediachain, a digital
rights management startup. Mediachain combines blockchain infrastructure with content ID tech similar to that found in
a Google image search to create a “universal media library” in which you can identify the "author and story" behind a
piece of content.
In the UK, BitTicket has launched a blockchain-based platform that manages the sale of public event tickets and aims
to tamp down on ticket scalping. Everledger, a company that first rose to prominence applying blockchain solutions to
the problem of diamond sourcing, has waded into the murky world of fine arts to combat fraud there.
In the case of the entertainment industry, blockchain will allow for usually unreachable corporations to form a much
closer and more intimate connection with consumers. This will allow for more tailored and personalised offerings, as
opposed to the one size fits all approach large corporations are often accused of using.

Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/valleyvoices/2018/02/01/how-blockchain-can-transform-the-future-of-entertainment/#7bc029316b6b
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The Role of Blockchain in the Media and Entertainment Industry
Hollywood has experienced a number of data leaks in recent times – and blockchain tech has the ability to put an end
to such concerns. Its distributed, transparent nature makes hacking as close to impossible as can be – meaning
consumers money and data can remain safe from harm. The key advantages of introducing blockchain technology to
the entertainment industry are speed, transparency and availability, however until we fully understand the full
capabilities of this innovative and exciting technology, we are yet to foresee, or comprehend, its full capabilities.
One of the most obvious applications of blockchain in media is to support micropayments that can be processed
without the need for an intermediary payment network or its fees. Without a middleman, when digital objects can be
cryptographically associated with their creators, then there is no need for distribution channels. Blockchain has the
potential to erode away the financial paradigms that conglomerate media companies have been using for the past
century. Blockchain makes possible for creators to register origin of work and set sharing permissions, structure the
means of exchange that they are willing to accept, and create conditions for “digital scarcity”.
To the media consumer, blockchain means more access to more content, from more creators, on a much more
personal, secure, and granular level. For content creators, it means a much simpler attribution, payment, and
distribution system, and the ability to be creative with payment models and the concept of “digital scarcity”.
It is not just music, television and film that would be impacted by these changes. The gaming industry would also see a
paradigm shift in to the way in which people play video games and consume them. Continued growth and development
within the gaming industry is not uncommon and the introduction of blockchain is the next wave of disruption. For
example, Play2Live has based their decentralised games and eSports streaming platform on this technology. This has
given them the opportunity to introduce a unique mixture of features and monetising tools in to the platform that are not
currently available on other streaming platforms.
Blockchain tech looks to hold the key to solving a number of the overriding issues the industry is faced with currently,
creating a more transparent, secure and fair industry for creatives and consumers alike.
Source: https://www.information-age.com/use-blockchain-entertainment-industries-123472532/
https://trueinteraction.com/how-blockchain-will-transform-media-and-entertainment/
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Blockchain and Entertainment

Company Name

Blockchain
application

Type of
Blockchain

BetKing
Bitcoin

BlocSide Sports

http://betking.io/

-

http://www.bittunes.com

open

-

https://blocside.io

open

$5.7M

https://www.codexproto
col.com/

open

-

https://lfe.com

-

http://ownage.io/

N/A

Ethereum
Codex Protocol

London Football
Exchange

Ethereum

Website

$5M

open

Bittunes
Sidechain

Investments

Ethereum

Ownage Ltd.
N/A

N/A
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Blockchain and Insurance
Insurance giants and startups alike are attempting to use blockchain solutions to prevent insurance fraud, digitally
track medical records, and more. Insurance companies and startups working with blockchain technology will have
to overcome significant regulatory and legal hurdles before we see anything resembling industry-wide disruption.
Skeptics point out that there are serious obstacles for blockchain technology in an industry that has not even fully
embraced the cloud.
Blocksure is a new technology services company delivering blockchain powered
solutions to the insurance industry. Their aim is to reduce operational expenditure across
the industry and enable new products and distribution models. Blocksure has developed
a proof of concept insurance operating system built on blockchain technology. It is a full
cycle insurance sales, administration and claims platform. Blocksure OS demonstrates
how blockchain technology can be deployed to improve a customer’s experience when
buying insurance and make it easier for brokers and insurers to interact.

ChainThat provides enterprise solutions (using Blockchain, DLT and Smart Contracts)
that allow insurers, reinsurers, brokers and MGAs to securely collaborate peer-2-peer
with increased speed, guaranteed data quality and greater operational productivity. The
company works with business leaders across the insurance industry who have a problem
extracting business value from technology. What ChainThat does is create
real world applications that deliver on the promise of innovation so that the global insurance market is empowered
to move forward, which means they can finally start releasing the value trapped in the chain. Their Insurance
Blockchain Framework (CT-IBF) supports applications across the value chain covering placement, contract
management, facilities, claims administration, accounting and settlement supporting operational and strategic
benefits in the insurance ecosystem.
Source: https://www.blocksure.com/
http://www.chainthat.com/
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Blockchain and Transport
From dispute resolution to administrative efficiency and order tracking, blockchain has a possible answer to
several problems that have been plaguing the transportation industry for decades. Every day, there are $140
billion tied up in disputes for payments in the transportation industry. For an average invoice, a company has to
wait 42 days before receiving payment. Processing and administration costs have risen to as high as 20% of
transportation’s overall costs, due to over-reliance on paper transactions. Blockchain ensures trustworthy data
across the transportation and logistics ecosystem, since the entire network contributes to data validation.
Companies in the commercial transportation industry sink or swim based on their ability to adapt to consumer
needs, and implement new technologies that help them increase efficiency and lower the costs of shipping.
Companies across the industry spectrum are coming to the realization that they can use blockchain technology to
streamline their operations and provide better service to their clients. The trucking and commercial transportation
industry has been particularly active with blockchain implementation. In the past year, blockchain technology has
emerged in the world of trucking and logistics as a solution to some of the major inefficiencies that have plagued
the industry for decades. But for most business owners, blockchain is no more than a buzzword, and its
applications can be obscure and difficult to understand.
CargoCoin is designed to be a smart contract & cryptocurrency platform, decentralising
global trade and transport. The eco-system will be facilitating and optimising the
interaction amongst traders, freight forwarders, ship owners, booking agents and other
parties involved in the international trade and transport of commodities and cargoes. The
platform users will experience a well-balanced eco-system based on cutting edge crypto.
security and frictionless interactions. Its objective is to provide environment and tools for flawless exchange of
trade & cargo documents and payment options at low cost in real time. The platform architecture is based on the
principles of high level of security, transparency, traceability and accountability.

Source: https://www.winnesota.com/blockchain
https://thecargocoin.com/
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Blockchain and Energy sector
In recent times, there has been a lot of interest in applying blockchain technology to the energy sector. The global
electricity market is estimated to be worth about $2 trillion dollars and is largely monopolized by a few
corporations. These major players in the sector control the dynamics of the market with an emphasis on higher
energy production levels in order to ensure maximum profits. As a result, the contribution of consumers and
end-users in this model is restricted to subscription for energy services. By applying blockchain technology to the
energy market, the industry can move from its present centralized architecture to a more decentralized
peer-to-peer energy trading market. Blockchain technology has the potential to decentralize the market such that
rates will no longer be fixed by these centralized bodies, but by the market itself. By incorporating blockchains into
the energy ecosystem, cryptocurrencies can be used to make energy payments. By “tokenizing” the grid,
cryptocurrencies can then be used to facilitate different types of energy market transactions.
Electron is a London based start-up harnessing blockchain technologies to design more
efficient, resilient and flexible systems for the energy sector. The company designs platforms
and services that will empower the industry to address the challenges and maximise the
potential of new technologies such as distributed renewable generation and storage capacity,
the smart grid and connected devices. Recognising the potential for blockchain to transform
the shared virtual infrastructure of the grid, Electron are taking a top down, collaborative
approach to platform development and working with various stakeholders in the energy
industry.
Verv is a clever home energy assistant that gives intelligent information about key appliances
and electricity usage in people’s home, helping to tackle bills, reduce carbon footprint and keep
the home safe. Verv announced a partnership with blockchain-based data ecosystem, Ocean
Protocol, as it looks to create a new energy marketplace using their energy trading platform
and accompanying VLUX token. Its goal is to create a data marketplace where consumers are
empowered to have full control over their data and are given the opportunity to monetise it
should they choose to share it.
Source: https://medium.com/capdax-exchange/how-blockchain-technology-will-disrupt-the-energy-sector-59207f453f40
http://www.electron.org.uk/#top
https://verv.energy/news/tag/blockchain/
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